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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Hong Kong-based Langham Hospitality Group is the latest hotel brand to undergo a repositioning, as the chain
hopes to modernize its luxury status amid shifts in the high-end travel industry.

Langham is launching a new logo in addition to a brand campaign that taps into consumers' interest in making
unforgettable memories. After remaining somewhat passive on a marketing level, Langham is shining the spotlight
on its luxury offerings with the new positioning after looking into consumer feedback.

"As The Langham brand grows with new hotels being established throughout the world, we wanted a landmark
campaign that clearly defines those rare and exceptional things that characterize true luxury and what our hotels do
best," said Stefan Leser, CEO of Langham. "For the past year, we have been listening to our guests and immersing in
deep-dive discussions about what they want from their luxury hotel experience, and the answer was right there
staring at our face all along: people come to The Langham to create joyful memories for their future.

"They are trusting that their most special occasions, be they big or small, will be cherished and valued by us," he
said. "And we realized then that there's really no bigger honor for hoteliers than to fully own that mantle of
celebrations and play a part in creating these wonderful memories for our guests."

Revamp and restyle
After a deep-dive into consumer reviews and ratings, Langham revealed a substantial number of messages
describing the brand as a "hidden gem" or something similar. To Langham, this showed that it had room to elevate
its status as a luxury hotel and showcase the high quality service and offerings at its  establishments to be more well
known as the luxury travel sector continues to grow.

Previous messaging from the brand focused on a fairytale setting, but its new campaign looks at everyday moments.

Based on real moments from real customers, Langham is showing off unique memories that make guest
experiences different from other travel exploits. This new form of storytelling is a contrast to its previous stylized
content, with models in formal wear.
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The Langham teases its upcoming campaign

The future campaign video will feature a woman reminiscing on her most cherished memories from staying with
Langham such as a surprise dinner in a Michelin-starred Cantonese restaurant, an impromptu family picnic on a
garden terrace and a weekend with best friends in a suite. The memories are filmed at real Langham locations
including New York, Chicago, Hong Kong and Sydney.

Langham is hoping to exhibit its  high standard of customer service and luxury offerings, while showing that luxury
travel is far from stuffy.

In addition to the new campaign, the hotel brand has revamped its logo, in a move that elevates its heritage similarly
to many other luxury brands today. Luxury brands have realized that while their offerings can modernize with
consumers' tastes, it is  important to show off their rich history, a factor that can set them apart from others.

The Langham's new logo. Image credit: The Langham

Langham's new logo draws inspiration from its London roots, including the year 1865 and the city name.

Consumers push change
Premium hotel collection Excellence Group Luxury Hotels and Resorts recently rebranded as well, changing its
name to The Excellence Collection. The hotel group similarly wanted to reflect the prestige and sophisticated style
of its brand.

As Marriott International combined its Marriott Rewards, the Ritz-Carlton Rewards and Starwood Preferred Guest, it
has also given the recently unified loyalty programs a revamped name.

Launched on Feb. 13, Marriott Bonvoy includes new branding across channels. While the loyalty programs were
brought together last August, creating a single image for the program will help to further consolidate the rewards
programs and amplify its offerings (see story).

Meredith's Travel +  Leisure is also focusing on the human side of travel in a redesign that centers on making the
magazine more luxurious and modern.

For editor in chief Jacqui Gifford's first full issue, on newsstands March 29, the magazine revamped its layout in an
effort to be more engaging and personal through first-person storytelling, hand-drawn details and photography. The
affluent traveler has changed, as consumers desire trips that enable them to fully immerse themselves in a local
culture, and Travel +  Leisure is looking to bring that perspective to its pages (see story).

These consumer changes are encouraging those in the luxury travel industry to stay on their toes and refresh.

"Being in luxury level does not mean stuffy, conventional and staid," Mr. Leser said. "We believe true luxury lies in
the freedom to express joy and humor, and we at The Langham can help create and share those endearing
moments for our guests through 'Celebrate The Everyday' in the ever evolving landscape."
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